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Introduction

A split-ring resonator (SRR) is one of the electrically smallest resonant elements
available at microwaves. Its applications range from compact filters to advanced
metamaterials. Besides this, an electrically small antenna can be built using an
SRR as it was recently shown in ,where a broadside coupled SRR was excited
by an arc-shaped monopole on a metal ground plane. The size of this self-resonant
SRR-based antenna was demonstrated to be as small as AI (ka ~. ), where A
is the free space wavelength, k is the wave number, and a is a radius of a minimum
sphere enclosing the antenna. As it is argued in ,an antenna with ka < . can
be considered as an electrically small antenna. Then, a planar SRR-based antenna
presented in this paper can be regarded as an electrically very small antenna since
it has ka < ..

Geometry and properties of the antenna

A planar SRR-based antenna is composed of a broadside coupled SRR and an ex
citation dipole with arc-shaped arms surrounding the SRR (Fig. ). Both the SRR
and the dipole are printed on the same substrate. The broadside coupled version
of SRR is chosen due to its lower RextlA ratio as compared to the edge coupled
counterpart . The antenna can be approximated by a parallel RLC circuit tuned
to a resonance with a series connected small capacitor. The parallel RLC circuit
and the tuning capacitor correspond to the SRR and the dipole, respectively. By
varying the length of the dipole arms, which is equivalent to changing the reactance
of the tuning capacitor, the antenna input impedance is tuned in a wide range.

(b)

Figure : Antenna geometry Figure : Broadside (a) and edge (b)
overlapping dipole arms

As shown in , the input resistance at the resonance is inverse proportional to the
dipole arm length, while the resonance frequency as well as the size of the antenna
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are governed by the SRR geometry. Reduction of the antenna electrical size can be
achieved by using thin substrates with high dielectric permittivity. However, as the
SRR gets smaller the total arc length of the curved dipole arms required to tune the
antenna to a desired input impedance starts exceeding the perimeter of the SRR.
To maintain the required dipole arm length it should either be moved away from
the SRR, which increases the overall antenna diameter, or the arms overlap. In the
later case there are two options:

• design 1: arms are printed on the opposite sides of the substrate (Fig. a);

• design 2: arms are printed on the same side of the substrate (Fig. b).

Simulations performed with the Ansoft's HFSS reveal that these two configurations
demonstrate different characteristics.

Numerical and Experimental Results

The geometry with following parameters is investigated: R ext .6 mm, Rint

6. mm, Rdip mm, t . mm, 9 . mm, and w .6 mm. The
Rogers substrate with relative dielectric permittivity E is utilized. The
conductivity of metalization is assumed to be .8· 8 S/m. The antenna is directly
fed by a -ohm coaxial feed line, whose effect is subsequently removed by de
embedding the input impedance to the antenna feed point. The antenna designs
and are simulated for a range of dipole arm lengths, and the results are summarized
in Fig. ,where the antenna resonance frequency and the input resistance at the
resonance are plotted as functions of the angle ex. It is observed that with the
non-overlapping dipole arms (ex < 8 0) both antenna designs resonate at the same
frequency, and this frequency is nearly independent on the angle ex. However, as the
arms overlaps (ex > 8 0) the curves start diverging and the resonance frequency
starts varying with the angle ex. This is caused by a parasitic capacitor formed
between the overlapping dipole arms. The parasitic capacitance is much smaller in
the design and therefore the frequency variation is also weaker. Besides this, both
designs yield a wide dynamic range in terms of input resistances the antenna can
be matched to simply by varying the dipole arm length.

Since the design exhibits weaker dependence of the resonance frequency and the
input resistance on the dipole arm length and consequently weaker sensitivity to
numerical and manufacturing errors, it is preferable from the practical point of
view. Moreover, it allows tuning functions with respect to the resonance frequency
and input resistance to be rather independent on each other. Thus, the design
was selected for experimental testing. To minimize the diameter of the antenna
prototype the dipole width in the overlapping domain was set to w . mm. With
the clearance of. mm added between the dipole arms and the substrate edge the
overall diameter of the antenna is .6 mm (Fig. ), which at MHz corresponds
to ka ~ .

According to Fig. ,the ohms input resistance at the resonance corresponds to
the angle ex 0. The prototype, however, was fabricated with little longer arms
(ex 0). By cutting the dipole arms from ex ° to ex ° the input
resistance at the resonance was tuned from ohms to . ohms. Simulated and
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measured reflection coefficients are compared in Fig. . The relative error for both
the angle ex and the resonance frequency is less than %, which is within margins
set by tolerances on the relative permittivity and thickness of the utilized substrate.

Radiation measurements were performed at the DTU- SA Spherical Near-field An
tenna Test Facility and the results are presented in Fig. 6. The radiation pattern cor
responds to that of a Z-directed magnetic dipole. Simulated and measured antenna
parameters - angle ex, resonance frequency fa, input resistance at the resonance Ro,
bandwidth at - dB ~f-lodB, quality factor Q calculated using ,eq.(86), peak
directivity D, and efficiency 'fJ - are summarized on Table .

Conclusions

A miniaturized planar antenna based on a broadside-coupled split ring resonator
excited by an arc-shaped dipole is presented. The excitation dipole acts as a small
tuning capacitor in series with a parallel RLC circuit represented by the SRR. The
antenna resonance frequency and dimensions a essentially determined by the SRR,
while by varying the dipole arm length the input resistance is changed in a wide
range, thus matching the antenna to a feed line and compensating for simulation
and manufacturing inaccuracies. No additional matching network is required. The
oretically, there is no limit on how small this antenna can be. In practice, the lower
bound is set by losses in utilized materials and manufacturing inaccuracies.

As an example, an antenna of ka ~ was designed, fabricated and tested.
Although the initially fabricated antenna prototype had the input impedance of

ohms, it was subsequently tuned to ohms simply by cutting out the exces-
sive arm length. This tuning technique is especially useful in practical applications,
since it allows the antenna to be tuned in-place and thereby compensate for various
inaccuracies as well as for an antenna environment.
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Table Simulated and measured antenna parameters

ex fa, MHz Ro, ohms ~f-lodB, MHz Q D, dBi "7, %

simulated 0 .7 .8

measured 0 6. .8 8 . ±. . ± .
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